For Date: 12/29/2017  -  Friday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7-29973</td>
<td>0223</td>
<td>MOTOR VEHICLE STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address: SHAWSEE N AVE + REED ST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle: BLU 2003 FLEET SE GRAPRI  Reg: PC MA 4VC858  VIN: 1G2WP5K73F160223</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative: Written warning for speed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 7-29974     | 0228 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint         | Citation/Warning Issued         |
| Vicinity of: [WIL 2806] MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST |
| Narrative: erratic operator. Caller reporting vehicle is swerving and driving on wrong side of the road. |
| Narrative: 31-Out with vehicle at Shawsheen St and Nichols. |
| Narrative: written warning for marked lanes and impeded operation. |

| 7-29975     | 0544 | ASSIST OTHER AGENCY               | Taken/Referred to Other         |
| Location/Address: HIGH ST |
| Narrative: Resident called to report an issue with his water pressure. Water department on call notified. |

| 7-29978     | 0813 | ASSIST OTHER AGENCY               | finish                          |
| Vicinity of: PARK ST |
| Narrative: S1 out with Water Dept addressing hydrant issue, FD updated. |

| 7-29979     | 0853 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint         | finish                          |
| Vicinity of: WOBURN ST |
| Narrative: 31 - traffic enforcement |

| 7-29980     | 0857 | TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint         | finish                          |
| Vicinity of: MAIN ST |
| Narrative: 31 - traffic enforcement |

| 7-29983     | 0950 | ANIMAL COMPLAINT                  | Investigated                    |
| Vicinity of: FOULIOT PL |
| Narrative: Caller reporting dog is being left outside for extended periods when weather is below zero and barking. |
| Narrative: ACO - unable to locate dog, will remain in area. |
| Narrative: ACO - will check back periodically, will be working with caller for more accurate location. |

| 7-29986     | 1052 | PARKING COMPLAINT                 | Citation/Warning Issued         |
| Vicinity of: MAIN ST |
| Vehicle: WHI 1997 SUBA LEGACY  Reg: PC MA 5SA450  VIN: 483BG6859V7611179 |
| Narrative: Parking citation issued for handicap spot violation |
17-29988 1105 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
34 - mail run

17-29989 1134 SERVE SUMMONS finish
Location/Address: BRATTLE ST
Narrative:
34 attempting to serve summons.
Narrative:
34 - clear, unable to serve.

17-29990 1146 SERVE SUMMONS finish
Location/Address: ALLSTON AVE
Narrative:
34 attempting to serve summons.
Narrative:
34 - clear, served in hand

17-29992 1153 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2017 NISS UT ARMADA Reg: PC MA 734NE7 VIN: JN8AY2NC3H9505215
Vehicle: BLK 2015 JEEP WRANGL Reg: PC MA 218YS2 VIN: 1C4AJWAG1FL522434
Narrative:
2 car MVC, no injuries reported but involved party requesting ambulance eval three children in vehicle.
Narrative:
FD obtained patient refusals.
Narrative:
37 - clear, see accident report.
Narrative:
37 writing report.

17-29995 1215 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative:
35 out with vehicle riding on flat tire.
Narrative:
35 - verbal for defective equipment, vehicle pulled into train lot, operator has AAA en route.

17-29996 1217 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MARTENS ST
Vehicle: BLK 2016 KIA SOUL Reg: PC MA 277VL7 VIN: KNDJP3A50G7371415
Narrative:
Cains notified for tow, expired/nonrenewable registration.
Narrative:
Cains has vehicle, citation for unregistered vehicle and no inspection sticker.

17-29997 1219 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV Services Rendered
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2011 JEEP GRAND Reg: PC MA 5LE830 VIN: 1J4RR5GT6BC556335
Narrative:
31 flagged down for lockout of MV.

Narrative:
Service provided.

17-29998 1244 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Narrative: 33 - traffic enforcement

17-29999 1254 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint  finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: 31 - traffic enforcement

17-30000 1255 ALARM, BURGLAR  finish
False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1257] SPECTRA MEDICAL SUITE H - FORDHAM RD
Vehicle: BLK 2014 FORD SE FOCUS Reg: PC MA 498L74 VIN: 1FADP327EL424215
Vehicle: BLU 2007 CHEV UT TAHK15 Reg: PC MA 928YF8 VIN: 1GNYK1303J132915
Narrative: warehouse door alarm
Narrative: 29 - audible sounding, unable to raise anyone, note on door says company is closed until 1/3/18. Two vehicles in lot. Checks secure.

17-30001 1303 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  finish
Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: BRO 2004 CHEV K1500 Reg: PC MA 6MX796 VIN: 2GCEK19V541252552
Narrative: 31 - citation for failed inspection sticker

17-30002 1320 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  finish
Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: WHI 2009 CHEV EXPVAN Reg: CO MA R59962 VIN: 1GCGG25C891156836
Narrative: 33 - citation for expired inspection

17-30003 1343 SERVE SUMMONS  finish
Location/Address: BRATTLE ST
Narrative: 34 served summons in hand.

17-30004 1353 ANIMAL COMPLAINT  finish
log info. only
Location/Address: BUTTERSROW
Narrative: Child bitten by rescue dog on 27th. Dog returned to GDRNE on 28th, aware of incident.

17-30005 1403 Police Departmental Service  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: 31 checking on ice fisherman, making sure ice is safe.

17-30006 1411 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETARY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: 33 - check of cemetery
| 7-30008 | 1445 | Police Departmental Service | finish |
| Location/Address: | [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD |
| Narrative: | 37 - mail run |

| 7-30009 | 1446 | ASSIST OTHER AGENCY | Taken/Referred to Other |
| Location/Address: | FLETCHER LN |
| Narrative: | Carbon monoxide detector activation, FD responding. |
| Narrative: | 33: Faulty detector, clear. |

| 7-30012 | 1547 | MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH | Could Not Locate |
| Vicinity of: | MAIN ST |
| Narrative: | minor 2 car mvc. caller stated she was hit by an 18 wheeler and is stuck in a snow bank. The truck left the scene but no description and no direction of travel. |
| Narrative: | 33: GOA, clear. |

| 7-30013 | 1559 | DISABLED MV | log info. only |
| Vicinity of: | TOMAHAWK DR |
| Vehicle: | ONG 2008 FORD UT EDGE Reg: PC MA 31NP85 VIN: 2FMDK49C18BB34246 |
| Narrative: | Caller reporting her vehicle broke down in the area. Vehicle is pulled over to the side of the road. Caller has AAA on the way, ETA 7pm. |

| 7-30014 | 1608 | 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP | Investigated |
| Vicinity of: | [WIL 1540] TARGET - BALLARDVALE ST |
| Narrative: | 911 accidental from CVS pharmacy, employee stated accidental |
| Narrative: | 33: As reported, clear. |

| 7-30015 | 1626 | BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK | finish |
| Vicinity of: | [WIL 80] SHAWSHEEN SCHOOL - SHAWSHEEN AVE |
| Narrative: | Check of the property |

| 7-30016 | 1715 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: | ANDOVER ST |
| Narrative: | Written warning for speed and citation for adult seatbelt. |

| 7-30017 | 1759 | MOTOR VEHICLE STOP | Citation/Warning Issued |
| Vicinity of: | SHADY LANE DR |
| Vehicle: | BLK 2014 1500 Reg: PC MA 5105GE VIN: 3C6JR7AT9EG330757 |
| Narrative: | Written warning for stop sign violation |

| 7-30018 | 1805 | MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH | Vehicle Towed |
| Vicinity of: | MAIN ST |
| Vehicle: | GRY 2007 MAZD SE MAZDA3 Reg: PC MA 155LK3 VIN: JM1BK12G171609234 |
| Towed: | For: Accident By: Cains Towing |
| Vehicle: | WHI 2007 TOYT UT RUNNER Reg: PC MA CI25VC VIN: JTEBU14R170126840 |
| Towed: | For: Accident By: Cains Towing |
Narrative:
2 car MVC, FD enroute.

Narrative:
31: no injuries

Narrative:
31: Start two tows
Disp: Cains notified

Narrative:
SEE REPORT

Narrative:
31: Accident occured on Main St intersection by CVS.

17-30020 1902 PARKING COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1010] RISTUCCIA MEMORIAL ARENA - MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2008 FORD UT ESCAPE Reg: CO MA H55872 VIN: 1FMCU02278KB16546
Narrative:
Caller reporting two vehicles without plates will be parked with property owner's permission in the lot between Ristuccia and the Learning Experience. The two vehicles are a white 2008 Ford Escape and a Navy blue van with "KBS" lettering on the side. Vehicles will be removed ASAP, any questions contact calling party.

17-30021 1923 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Check of the property

17-30022 2002 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative:
Caller reporting dog has been outside barking for over an hour

Narrative:
33: Clear, dog was barking from inside the house.

17-30023 2024 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BALLARDOVALE ST
Vehicle: WHI 2004 TOY T SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 4860WP VIN: 4T1BE32K64U339107
Narrative:
Verbal for failure to dim high beams.

17-30024 2025 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1053] DUNKIN DONUTS - MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 TOYT TACOMA Reg: PC MA HRL847 VIN: 5TFSZ5AN2GX025912
Vehicle: BLK 2013 MA2D MAZDAS Reg: PC MA 3RB662 VIN: JMLBL1L7D1812741
Narrative:
2 car minor MVC

Narrative:
SEE REPORT

17-30025 2052 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 150] NEW ENGLAND COFFEE - ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HOND FIT Reg: PC MA 5GGX70 VIN: JHMGE8H58CC018150
Narrative:
Dispatch motion, alarm company has no phone number listed for business.
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Narrative:
34 occupied vehicle in the lot

Narrative:
34: Accidental by employee. Party advised of his registration status and he is renewing the vehicle online.

17-30026 2125 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Investigated
Vicinity of: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILLOWOOD ST
Vehicle: BLK 2003 GMC ENVOY Reg: PC MA 6NP549 VIN: 1GKDT13S32213422
Narrative:
33: out with a party in the cemetery

Narrative:
33: Party grieving, he has been advised on cemetery hours.

17-30027 2125 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Investigated
Vicinity of: COTTONWOOD CIR
Vehicle: BLK 2010 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 5187KL VIN: 3FAHP0JA6AR186768
Narrative:
Suspicious vehicle circling the neighborhood. Vehicle parked and the operator got out and walked into the woods.

Narrative:
34: Located that party in the woods behind a tree.

Narrative:
34: Father updated on situation

Narrative:

Refer To Incident:

17-30028 2134 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: FOREST ST + CLINTON ST
Narrative:
Caller reporting three dogs running loose in the area towards route 62, one tan dog and two white dogs.

17-30029 2145 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY Investigated
Vicinity of: COTTONWOOD CIR
Vehicle: GRY 2009 JEEP UT GRAND Reg: PC MA 553HW6 VIN: 1J8GR58K99C550499
Narrative:
Caller reporting a second male party came out of the woods dressed in all black headed toward Blueberry Ln.

Narrative:
ref: 17-30027

Narrative:
34: Contact party's father, have him pick up son at station. Other parties involved in the area, 31 checking.

Narrative:
17-30030 2213 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish

Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: WHI 2016 UT DISCOV Reg: FC MA 9MBE30 VIN: SALCR2BG6GH602979
Vehicle: WHI 2014 TR CA125 Reg: MA 93055 VIN: 1FUJGLD69ELFR236
Narrative: Caller reporting ice fell off truck and struck his vehicle breaking the windshield.

Narrative: SEE REPORT

17-30032 2354 CITIZEN CONTACT finish

Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative: female calling party states her husband was in the vehicle not responsive.

Narrative: Calling party then states her husband is not in the vehicle but it is running in the garage.

Narrative: 34- Checked on both parties they check ok, the husband in asleep.

Narrative: 34-Alcohol involved in this situation.

Narrative: 34- standing by for the FD so they can do a check of the CO levels in the house due to the car running in the garage.